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Download Pixelus Deluxe v1.0 free Description : Pixelus Deluxe Cracked is another game based on
skill and dexterity. This addictive puzzle game is available to both IOS and Android users. The game

is completely free with new levels, new challenging obstacles and new characters. Letâ€™s get
started and enjoy. The free game is completely ad supported with no nag screens but with real full
version keygen, patch update, and offline installer. Pixelus Deluxe Features : Fully optimized for the

iOS platform with the user interface designed around a touch screen. A new, innovative, physics
driven puzzle mechanic in which the movement of each piece is completely influenced by the

locations of all other pieces. The game will also learn from your gameplay and the difficulty will
increase with the more advanced versions. A new UI designed to focus more on your game and less
on the controls. IOS BETA Versions : The game is still under development and will have many more

features in the upcoming versions. Download the latest versions from the Google Play Store and
Apple Store. 2 different game modes: â€“ Play mode – when the movement of the pieces changes
and you have to prevent them from falling. â€“ Challenge Mode – when the pieces move so quickly
that you need to be quick with your fingers. Save progress of each player session. Share progress of
each player session Can be played offline, will save your place in the game and restore it if you move
the iPad to another location. New set of challenges Easy to learn and hard to master mechanic. Many

levels have to be cleared in Challenge Mode Create customized levels and share them with other
players. Achievement system. If you complete all levels in challenge mode you will unlock a new
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